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ishqedarriyaan movie review in this movie, the lead character agnideep (mohaakshay chakraborty) and loveleen (evelyn sharma) from two
different walks of life clash over the issue of agnideep's career and loveleen's relationship. desperate to marry her fiance and escape from
her parents' marriage, loveleen pretends to be a punjabi girl to trick agnideep into marrying her. but their friendship blossoms, and the two
learn to change their lives for each other. ishqedarriyaan movie review this romance-comedy is directed by v. k. prakash and produced by

rajesh banga. the story is about sacrifice of a lover to get her love engaged with someone else. and breaking of hearts due to these
changes. kisiki khushi kisi ke aansu hote he means someone sadness with give the happiness to someone, its the main title objective of the

movie. ishqedarriyaan movie review this romantic-comedy is directed by v. k. prakash and produced by rajesh banga. the story is about
sacrifice of a lover to get her love engaged with someone else. and breaking of hearts due to these changes. kisiki khushi kisi ke aansu hote

he means someone sadness with give the happiness to someone, its the main title objective of the movie. as i mentioned earlier, evelyn
sharma is a perfect fit for the role. her portrayal of the rich girl, who is educated, is done with ease and finesse. she even looks like a punjabi

girl. mohit dutta, who plays the lead role of arjun, is versatile and tries to bring the character to life. mohit's pitch perfect dialogues do the
rest of the talking. (read : ishqedarriyaan trailer: mahaakshay chakraborty, evelyn sharma and mohit dutta to sense the taste of

unconditional love! )while all the characters are realistically portrayed and the performances by the cast are relatable, it is the predictable
story and lazily crafted screenplay by p.k. anil that make this film a mediocre fare. it is irritating to see the oversmart character ladoo, come
up with frivolous cliched filmi dialogues. it is the only sore point of the film. (read : ishqedarriyaan to be a hit with its relatable content!)for a

romance film, the music is a bit low-key with melancholic lyrics like, das de rabba, das de and the title song, ishqedarriyaan and ashoo
tujhse juda. there are a few songs that are in sync with the plot, but in the end, it is the film's throwaway lyrics that ruin the otherwise good

music. (read : loveleen heart-break and marriage on the cards for mahaakshay chakraborty's luvleen!)overall, this is an ideal film for die-
hard romantics who believe that good things happen to good people.
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this year's film is going to be a dream come true for the avid admirers of mohit dutta. the actor has
been a fan favorite since his debut with dostana and has now walked the path to become one of the
hit actors of bollywood as his performances are very much appreciated by the audience. the actor

has not given a single negative performance so far and his upcoming film has a great scope for him.
the young actor will be seen playing arjun bala in the action-thriller sev. the talented actor, who

made his debut in 2008 with jimmy, was also nominated for the national award in the best debutant
category for the film and has not looked back since. he was last seen on screen in the year 2013 and

now after two years, the actor is back in a romantic role with ishqedarriyaan. actor mahaakshay
chakraborty aka mimoh will be seen romancing the gorgeous actress evelyn sharma onscreen in

their upcoming film ishqedarriyaan. the talented actor, who made his debut in 2008 with jimmy, was
also nominated for the national award in the best debutant category for the film and has not looked
back since. he was last seen on screen in the year 2013 and now after two years, the actor is back in

a romantic role with ishqedarriyaan. this year's film is going to be a dream come true for the avid
admirers of mohit dutta. the actor has been a fan favorite since his debut with dostana and has now

walked the path to become one of the hit actors of bollywood as his performances are very much
appreciated by the audience. 5ec8ef588b
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